Joining a political party (and thus acquiring the right to vote of a far more restricted group for representatives in the Parliament) greatly increases the political power of the single person or an organized group of people and implements participatory democracy in a restricted forum in which the opinions of every citizen have significant political power (with emphasis on the organized groups). The moment of a person is a part of a far more restricted group with great influence, and then his political power increases and his voice during elections has greater importance.
Introduction
The theory of participatory democracy is a theory in political science, the goal of which is the promotion of the level of public participation in different forums of public decision making in liberal democracy. This theory emphasizes the importance of a high level of political activity of civil society with the goal of broadening the number of participants in the processes of making decisions in the organization, in the community, in the state, and in the international system. This theory argues that the promotion of the level of political participation (to the maximal level) of all the citizens in the public spaces, in government frameworks, and in forums of the making of political decisions will lead to the development of the simple citizen.
In the system of relations between the citizen and the government in democratic states, the expressions of participatory democracy are apparent in actions such as participative budgets, referendums, initiatives of civic legislation, community managers, citizen committees, and many additional examples. The purpose of participatory democracy is to develop the citizen through the inculcation of knowledge and political experience and conversely to reduce the gaps existing between him and the government institutions and policy makers (Noyberger, 2004) .
The roots of the theory of participatory democracy are found in direct Athenian democracy, which manages a political system through the personal and continuous voting of the citizens on the processes of legislation and policy. In addition, the proponents of the participatory approach quote the writings of political thinkers such as Rousseau, Mill, and Cole, who have argued that the citizen's participation in political discussions increases his level of political effectiveness and therefore causes him to be a better citizen (Pateman, 1970) .
Academic Literature
In the academic literature the following question arose. Is participatory democracy possible? On this topic, two conflicting attitudes of two main researchers who examine this issue will be presented.
Arguments for Participatory Democracy
trust of the representatives.
The supporters of participation hope that the opportunity to influence will lead to the broadening of the citizen's knowledge on the political process. Although Gottman is skeptical on the topic and maintains that the citizen will not want to invest the effort, she believes that the political participation is a part of the person's good life and it will be possible to reach a general recognition of this under the right conditions. Participatory democracy is required to prevent the abuse of the power of the public representatives (Gottman, 1993) .
Arguments against Participatory Democracy
In contrast to Gottman, Norman Bary presents a number of arguments against participatory democracy as a possible solution for problems of liberal democracy. Bary does not believe in the approach of participation as a possible solution for different issues. Bary holds that radical critics of democracy turned to collectivist solutions. When the public's elected representatives argued that it is necessary to solve problems of democracy through the reduction of the government's range of action, the socialists tended to broaden the range of action but to demand the change of the method of action. The threat set by "large government" to individual freedom and equality can be removed through the decentralization of the government's power to smaller units, on a local and regional basis. This theory is called the demand for greater "participation".
Bary maintains that the proponents of "participation" assert that political equality is denied in a competitive democratic political method since the citizen's activity is restricted to the choice between leaders from time to time. They suggest that the political participation be ongoing activity. Therefore, if the making of decisions shifts from the main government to local bodies, then this will allow individuals and groups to create laws and policy that directly address their interest.
However, Bary holds that the assumption that human nature will be more moral through a process of democratic consultation and social exchanges is erroneous. He believes that there is no guarantee of the fact that the making of decisions in small societies will be more restrained than that in large societies.
He adds that the politicization of social life will act for the good of those who have the possibility of controlling public life and the elites can appear and control the participatory system. He adds that few thinkers in the participatory approach think to decentralize the power to the level of the individual and the participatory approach does not address the traditional democratic mechanismthe separation of authorities, the rule of law, judgmental criticism of legislation, and so on. He summarizes that it is possible to assume that indifference is an important characteristic of democratic life and in essence the high participation results of elections are a characteristic of unstable regimes (Bary, 1989) .
Research Hypothesis
The research hypothesis is that elections in which only party members and not all the public choose the party list for the Parliament constitute a field for participatory democracy and direct participation in practice. Since a more limited number of people from the public has the possibility to choose representatives for the national parliament, it is important to these candidates for parliamentary representation to satisfy and convince these party members, thus giving considerable political power to every party member and/or group of members in the party relating to the representatives' decisions. Thus, the disconnection, which Gottman addressed, between the representative and his voters is removed, although the representative does not see the regular citizen to have political importance since he is one of many similar ones in the population, he does not see the party member at the same level of importance since the same member is one of a more limited number of people who can influence his political position.
Participatory Democracy through the Registration to Political Parties in Israel
Today in Israel there are three parties that give voting right to all the people who register to the internal party elections that determine the candidates of the party for the Knesset and the party chair. Originally, the party that brought the method to the Jewish community in the Land of Israel was the Mapai Party, which gave all of its members the right to vote for the different candidates of the party, from the socialist ideal of equality. All the other parties only gave the party center or a special committee the right to choose the candidates (Galnor, 1985) . In Although there are three parties that implement the principle of the right of choice of the party representatives to the Knesset for all the members, the examples will focus on the Likud Party, since it is the current ruling party and therefore has the greatest influence.
Registration of the Motorcyclists to the Likud Party
The first example is that of the motorcyclists' struggle. The motorcyclists had struggled for ten years against the increase of the expensive insurance premiums 
Registration of the Israel Aircraft Industry Workers to the Likud Party
The second example addresses the mass registration of the workers of the Israel Aircraft Industry to the Likud Party. The process of registration commenced in 1992 and included the public of retired workers of the Israel Aircraft Industry.
The advantage was that all the workers came as one to the voting booth on the day of the internal elections of the party and voted according to explicit directives. The final outcome of this process of organized registration was that the Chair of the Workers Committee, Haim Katz, was chosen regularly to the Israeli Knesset and worked in it for the public of people in the population from which the public of workers of Israel Aircraft Industry came.
As a result of Haim Katz's presence in the Knesset, his activity following the registration for the rights of the workers and the elderly was very extensive. As In my opinion, this reality creates a basis for the implementation in practice of participatory democracy. In other words, this is the democracy in which every member has direct access to his representatives and sufficiently strong political power that enables him to require of his representatives to execute a policy and/or legislate laws according to his opinion. Moreover, every registered member has the possibility of influencing an unlimited number of other registered party members, whether through opinions in forums and assemblies of the party or through personal conversations with other members. The representative is aware of this and therefore is interested in making certain that this member will be satisfied with his different actions.
In addition to individual registration, there is the mass registration of associated interest groups to different parties. Every candidate or representative on behalf of any party knows that a large group of people, party members, with the same few interests and with the power of "collective voting", can constitute a very large political force in the internal party elections, far more than groups of the same size of regular citizens. Examples were presented of the law proposals to reduce the insurance premiums for motorcyclists, which followed the collective registration of thousands of motorcyclists to the Likud Party, and the party immunity of Haim Katz in the Likud following the discipline and power of the Workers Committee of the Israel Aircraft Industry through its workers and retired workers who are Likud members with voting rights.
Therefore, it can be concluded that the influence is strong. Joining a political party (and thus acquiring the right to vote of a far more restricted group for representatives in the Parliament) greatly increases the political power of the single person or an organized group of people and implements participatory democracy in a restricted forum in which the opinions of every citizen have significant political power (with emphasis on the organized groups). The moment of a person is a part of a far more restricted group with great influence, and then his political power increases and his voice during elections has greater importance.
